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Development of boron doped diamond electrodes material for heavy metal ion sensor with high sensitivity and durability
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ABSTRACT

We report on the optimized substrate pretreatment and deposition process conditions for boron-doped diamond (BDD) electrodes fabricated by hot-filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD). The optimized BDD electrode with a doping concentration of 8000 ppm showed high accuracy and precision in detecting Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) ions. In addition, this demonstrates excellent selectivity against external metal ions under the optimized stripping voltammetry measurement conditions. The detection limits of the target ions of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) were 0.55 (±0.05), 0.43 (±0.04), and 0.74 (±0.06) μg/L (S/N = 3), respectively. In real samples spiked with 100 μg/L Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) ions, both the accuracy and precision of the BDD electrode were within 5%; the interference with organic matter was also negligible. The excellent selectivity and long-term stability indicate that the BDD electrode developed in this study are potentially useful for online water environment monitoring systems.

© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. **Introduction**

Industrial wastewater containing various heavy metal ions has been discharged in increasingly large quantities with the recent increase in industrial development [1–5]. Exposure to high levels of trace metal ions (e.g., Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II)) causes a variety of health and environmental problems. These toxic species, when accumulated in the human body through water sources, have a low rate of clearance [2,4,6]. To minimize human exposure to these contaminants through effective water quality monitoring, spectroscopic [7,8] and electroanalytical [9–13] techniques are widely used. Most spectroscopic methods use expensive large-scale equipment and require regular sampling and long analysis times [14,15]. In comparison, electroanalytical techniques are easy to use in situ for measurements in rivers and lakes as they involve apparatus that can be easily handled. Electroanalysis also enables rapid and continuous measurements and is relatively inexpensive compared to spectroscopic detection methods.

The anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) method is mainly used for the electrochemical detection of heavy metal ions. The ASV method has a wide linear dynamic range, a low detection limit on the order of parts per billion (ppb), multi-element analysis capability, and simple instrumentation that is relatively inexpensive, small in size, low in electrical power requirements, and sufficiently portable for field use [16–18]. Therefore, ASV has been used successfully for the determination of heavy metal content in water. The sensitivity of differential-pulse polarography is higher than those of other classical polarography methods, because of the enhanced faradaic current and reduced non-faradaic charging current.

In general, Hg is used as the electrodes in the ASV method for detecting trace heavy metal ions; however, Hg electrodes are both toxic and volatile [16]. Many studies on heavy metal detection sensors such as modified glassy carbon (GC) [19,20], diamond [21–23], and Au [24,25] have been conducted to improve electrochemical performance while maintaining environmental friendliness. Among them, boron-doped diamond (BDD) electrodes have been tested for use in detecting trace heavy metal ions because they feature good electrical conductivity, low background current, and are non-toxic [16]. The BDD electrode, which behaves as a p-type semiconductor when B is doped into diamond, has the mechanical properties of diamond as well as excellent electrical properties. In addition, it has excellent electrochemical stability, a wide potential window [26,27], and excellent selectivity and repeatability in heavy metal ion detection [28]. Because of these advantages, much research has been conducted for various applications related to the environment, such as heavy metal detection sensors [29–33] and wastewater electrolysis [26,34–36] using BDD electrodes.

Although BDD electrodes have excellent electrochemical performance, there are many issues that are yet to be addressed. For example, BDD electrodes are not suitable for commercial applications because of the difficulties in process optimization and the high manufacturing costs involved in the processing of gases and substrate materials. Furthermore, many working electrodes, including BDD electrodes, used in conventional three-electrode electrochemical measurements are sampled by cutting into small sizes and molding with epoxy to avoid exposing the outside of the measurement surface. These types of electrodes, namely the so-called disk electrodes, are inconvenient with regard to sampling, as they require steps such as applying an Ag paste and fixing Cu contacts. In addition, the measurement solution can permeate the space between the electrode and the epoxy and cause measurement noise. Currently, studies on the development of flat substrate-based BDD electrodes using hot-filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) are conducted to improve the convenience and speed of heavy metal detection.

The optimization of the process condition of HFCVD is key to improving the electrochemical performance of the BDD electrodes [37–39]. This is because the inappropriate doping concentration of B in diamond leads to poor crystal growth and electrical properties, which result in low detection sensitivity and accuracy. There have been few studies on process development for the fabrication of BDD electrodes [40–42]. However, a detailed understanding of the improvements in electrochemical performance by controlling the B content doped in the diamond during processing is particularly lacking.

In this study, the fabrication condition of BDD electrodes on Si substrates using HFCVD was optimized by controlling the B doping concentration. The differential-pulse ASV (DPASV) method was applied for the simultaneous electrochemical detection of the Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) species of multiple heavy metal ions. Through the optimization of the processing and DPASV measurement conditions, we increased the detection sensitivity for heavy metal ions. The BDD electrodes were then applied for sensing detection on a real sample.

2. **Experimental**

2.1. **Preparation of electrodes**

A B-doped diamond layer was deposited on a polycrystalline Si substrate (100 × 100 × 5 mm) by HFCVD. The optimal deposition conditions derived from previous studies on improving the adhesion of the BDD electrode layer were used. To remove impurities from the surface of the substrate and to improve the adhesion of the diamond layer, the three steps of sanding, etching, and seeding were performed before deposition. Thereafter, the oven-dried sample was placed in a chamber, and a reactive gas comprising hydrogen, methane, and trimethyl borate (TMB) was injected to deposit a BDD electrode layer. The process pressure was 51 Torr, the substrate–film distance was 15 mm, and the processing temperature was approximately 1200 °C. The BDD electrode samples were prepared with TMB gas flow ratios of 100, 700, 2500, 5000, 8000, and 10,000 ppm, which changed the B doping concentrations. The BDD electrode was deposited for 10 h, resulting in a thickness of 2.5–3 μm, and a sample was prepared by laser-cutting the electrode to a size of 20 × 50 mm for application in a self-made electrochemical cell.

2.2. **Characterization**

The surface morphologies of the BDD electrodes were observed by high-resolution scanning electron microscopy.
(HR-SEM, SU-70, Hitachi, Japan). The chemical bonding states and B doping contents of the electrode surfaces were observed using an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS, K-ALPHA+, Thermo Scientific, USA) with a monochromatic Al Kα source including charge compensation at the Korea Basic Science Institute (KBSI) (Busan, South Korea). Raman spectra were observed at the KBSI using a confocal Raman imaging spectrometer (XperRam 200, AsiaAnalytics, Taiwan). X-ray diffractometry (XRD, X’Pert PRO, Malvern PANalytical, UK) was used to determine the deposited metal phases at KBSI. The thicknesses of the BDD electrodes and the diffusion behaviors of the elements were confirmed at the KBSI using a glow-discharge spectrometer (GDS, JY 10000RF, HORIBA Jobin Yvon, France). Qualitative and quantitative analyses of heavy metal ions in real samples were confirmed at the KBSI using an inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrophotometer (ICP-AES, ACTIVA S, HORIBA Jobin Yvon, France).

2.3. Measurement of electrochemical sensitivity of the electrodes towards the heavy metal ion

As a buffer solution, 0.1-M acetate buffer was used, with the pH adjusted by mixing 0.1-M sodium acetate (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA) with 0.1-M acetic acid solution (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA). A standard heavy metal ion solution containing 100 ppm each of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) was purchased from AccuStandard Inc. (USA). Aqueous solutions diluted to 1, 10, 50, 100, 250, 500, and 1000 ppb were prepared by mixing the standard solution with appropriate amounts of the 0.1-M acetate buffer solution. A 0.1-M H₂SO₄ solution diluted with distilled water was also prepared for activation of the electrode surfaces. In addition, high-purity (99.999%) N₂ gas was used to remove bubbles from the electrode surface during the measurement. All aqueous solutions were prepared with distilled water using a Milli-Q water-purifying system (18 MΩ cm).

The presence of heavy metal ions causes changes in the current, potential, electrochemical impedance, capacitance, or electrochemiluminescence of the system; these changes can be used for ion detection [43]. We used a potentiostat (KST P-1, Kosentech, South Korea) to confirm the electrochemical sensitivity of the electrodes to heavy metal ions by the DPASV method. The BDD electrodes, Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl), and Pt wire were used as the WE, RE, and CE, respectively. Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 show a schematic diagram of a handmade polytetrafluoroethylene three-electrode electrochemical cell for electrochemical analysis of a flat BDD electrode. [44]. This cell, which uses flat working electrodes, enables continuous electrochemical measurement, resulting in high efficiency and improved convenience. In addition, the memory effect, which was a problem of traditional disk electrodes, was also solved by using an electrochemical cell (Fig. S2).

Electrochemical stabilization was performed using cyclic voltammetry (CV) to remove the adsorption layer, impurities, and electrochemical activation of surface from the electrode surface before heavy metal detection. First, using a 0.1-M H₂SO₄ solution, 10 CV cycles were performed at a scan rate of 250 mV/s at a potential range –2.0 to 2.0 V to activate a wide

---

**Table 1 – Comparison of BDD electrode with other reported methods in terms of sensor performance.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrode</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Linear range (µg/L)</th>
<th>Detection limit (µg/L)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BDD</td>
<td>DPASV</td>
<td>5–100</td>
<td>Cd(II): 3.5</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDD</td>
<td>DPASV</td>
<td>Cd(II): 3.2–70</td>
<td>Pb(II): 2.0</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDD</td>
<td>DPASV</td>
<td>Pb(II): 7.7–100</td>
<td>Cu(II): 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDD</td>
<td>DPASV</td>
<td>Pb(II): 1</td>
<td>Cd(II): 2.3</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDD</td>
<td>DPASV</td>
<td>Pb(II): 2.47</td>
<td>Cd(II): 3.39</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDD</td>
<td>SWASV</td>
<td>Pb(II): 51.5</td>
<td>Pb(II): 3.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDD</td>
<td>DPASV</td>
<td>Cd(II): 0.55 ± 0.05</td>
<td>Pb(II): 0.43 ± 0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cu(II): 0.74 ± 0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
range of electrode potentials. Secondly, 10 CV cycles were performed under the same conditions at −1.5 to 1.5 V with a 0.1-M acetate buffer solution for heavy metal ion analysis and residual solution washing. Distilled water was used for all experimental procedures and solution washing, and the electrode surface was dried using an air gun.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Optimization of B doping concentration for BDD electrodes

The surface characteristics of the BDD electrodes (in terms of the B doping concentration during fabrication) were investigated using HR-SEM, XPS, Raman spectroscopy, and GDS. Fig. 2 shows the HR-SEM images of the surface shapes of the BDD electrodes. With the increase in B doping concentration from 100 to 10,000 ppm during deposition, the size of the diamond crystals in the electrode changes. This is caused by the increase in amount of B atoms that are substituted when entering the diamond lattice with the increased TMB gas flow ratio. It should be noted that the BDD electrode with TMB gas flow ratios of 8000 ppm possesses a dense grain structure and an even surface, as shown in Fig. 2(e). Meanwhile, the BDD electrode fabricated with a TMB gas flow ratio of 10,000 ppm exhibited a noticeable defective grain, uneven grain size, and a rough surface, resulting from the re-extraction of B atoms due to over-doping.

To confirm B doping in the diamond crystals, XPS spectra of the BDD electrode fabricated with various TMB gas flows are presented in Fig. 3. As shown by the XPS spectra, the TMB flow ratio-dependent B doping content increases for flow ratios up to 8000 ppm and then decreases for flow ratios greater than 10,000 ppm. This influences the increase in crystal size up to 8000 ppm, as shown in Fig. 2(e). However, at 10,000 ppm, internal distortion of the diamond lattice occurs with the over-doping of B atoms. Consequently, the substituted B atoms are then re-extracted, affecting the crystallinity and electrical conductivity.

In the Raman spectra (Fig. 4), a 1332 cm⁻¹ and ~520 cm⁻¹ are observed, which is related to B doping in diamond film [41,45]. When the doping rate is increased, both peaks shift to a lower wavenumber and become broader and weaker by showing peaks at ~500 cm⁻¹ and ~1200 cm⁻¹. This indicates that the B atoms are well doped into the diamond lattice with the increase in the B doping content, resulting in a decrease in the sp³/sp² ratio [46]. Meanwhile, a diamond-like carbon (DLC)
layer or carbide formation increases the lattice mismatch between the substrate and the diamond layer, which is the main cause of decreased adhesion [37,46]. However, carbide formation can be properly controlled by adjusting the B content, which leads to further decrease in the sp3/sp2 ratio and increase in the electrochemical properties [46]. The XRD pattern (Fig. S3) shows the formation of a carbide layer due to the diffusion of the substrate material into the BDD electrode, which improves the detection sensitivity for heavy metal ions [45,47]. Therefore, the results presented here indicate that appropriate BDD electrodes can be fabricated by HVCVD by controlling the B doping concentration. In addition, our study shows an optimum B doping concentration, i.e., 8000 ppm.

3.2. Optimization of analytical parameters

Fig. 6 shows the results of optimizing the DPASV measurement conditions to evaluate the electrochemical properties of the electrode using a BDD sample with the optimized B concentration. The measurement conditions of the supporting electrolyte, pH, molar concentration, and deposition time are optimized for the simultaneous detection of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) ions, as shown in Fig. 6. Differences in current changes are observed for each supporting electrolyte. After adding 1 ppm each of the three species Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) to a 0.1-M acetate buffer, 0.1-M KCl, and 0.1-M KNO3, the effects of the supporting electrolytes on the current value are compared. The change in the current is the highest in the system with the 0.1-M acetate buffer. Fig. 6(b) shows the detection sensitivities for the three heavy metal ions according to changes in the pH (3.5–5.5) of the 0.1-M acetate buffer. The highest detection sensitivity is achieved at pH 5.0. When performing measurements on the BDD electrode, it is determined that a weakly acidic environment is advantageous for surface activation and measurement. Next, the detection sensitivities according to changes in the molar concentration (0.05–0.20 M) of the acetate buffer electrolyte at a pH of 5.0 are examined. The highest detection sensitivity is achieved in the 0.1-M acetate buffer. Fig. 6(d) shows the detection sensitivities toward the three heavy metal species according to the electrodeposition time using the DPASV method. The resting time before electrodeposition is 5 s. By adjusting the electrodeposition time between 0 and 300 s, it is determined that the detection sensitivities for the three heavy metal species are the highest.
with a deposition time of 120 s. Higher deposition times yield decreased detection sensitivities; this is attributed to an interference effect by heavy metal ions unnecessarily adsorbed on the electrode surface. Additionally, the analytical parameters affecting the DPASV response for detection of 1000 ppb of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) were optimized by considering (A) the pulse amplitude and (B) the scan rate (Fig. S4). The effect of amplitude on the detection sensitivity was investigated between 10 and 100. As the pulse amplitude increased, the detection sensitivity of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) also increased. Fig. S4(b) shows the effect of scan rate on the detection sensitivity of 1000 ppb Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II). The detection sensitivity of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) increased up to a scan rate of 250 mV/s but decreased at 300 mV/s. This is considered to be due to the adsorption of heavy metal ions on the electrode because of the fast stripping potential. Therefore, the final supporting electrolyte conditions are a 0.1 M acetate buffer at a pH of 5.0 with an electrodeposition time of 120 s, a pulse amplitude of 100 mV, and a scan rate of 250 mV/s. These conditions are used in subsequent experiments.

3.3 Analytical performance

Fig. 7 shows the simultaneous detection sensitivities for Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) according to the B doping concentration of the BDD electrodes. In DPASV measurements, the pulse amplitude was 100 mV, the scan rate was 250 mV/s, the electrodeposition time was 120 s, the measurement range was –1.5–1.5 V, and Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) heavy metals of 1 ppm each of were measured in a 0.1-M acetate buffer. The detection sensitivity of the three heavy metals tended to increase as the TMB gas flow ratio during electrode deposition was increased from 100 to 8000 ppm. The highest detection sensitivity for Cd(II) was achieved at a TMB gas flow ratio of 8000 ppm. The highest detection sensitivities for Pb(II) and Cu(II) were achieved at TMB gas flow ratios of 1000 and 2000 ppm, respectively.
sensitivity was achieved for the electrode formed with 8000-ppm TMB; the sensitivity for the BDD electrode deposited with an increased TMB flow ratio of 10,000 ppm was reduced. Because the detection sensitivity of the BDD electrode fabricated with a TMB flow ratio of 8000 ppm was the highest under the same measurement conditions, this was set as the optimum concentration. Additionally, the detection sensitivity of Cu(II) is the highest because of the excellent electrical conductivity of Cu. Under the same electrodeposition time, Cu, which has the relatively good conductivity, causes more ions to be electrodeposited and detached from the electrode surface. As a result, a quantitative difference is observed compared with amount of Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions. This is consistent with other studies on heavy metals multi detection reported [48–51].

The voltammogram and calibration plot measured using the electrode with the optimized B doping concentration and the optimized DPASV method are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively. The solution used for calibration was diluted in a 0.1-M acetate buffer of pH 5.0 with Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) standard solutions within the range of 1 ppb–1000 ppb. A total of seven points were measured. The shoulder peak separation during oxidation is observed in Cu(II), which has the relatively good conductivity, causes more ions to be electrodeposited and detached from the electrode surface as the state of metallic Cu(0). During oxidation, this is oxidized to the Cu(II) and Cu(I) ligands, which causes peak separation of Cu$^{2+}$ and Cu$^{1+}$. This phenomenon depends on the experimental conditions such as the type and concentration of electrolytes and electrodeposition condition, and other studies have reported complex formation of copper ligands using this phenomenon [55,56]. The peaks of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) tended to shift with an increase in concentration, which is believed to be because of the changes in pH accompanying the ionic concentration changes. However, Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) showed distinct peaks at all concentrations within the potential ranges of [−987 to −900 mV, −520 to −440 mV, and −127 to −67 mV, respectively. The linear dynamic range for the three heavy metal species ranged from 1 μg/L to 1000 μg/L, and the detection limits of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) for five repeated measurements were derived to be 0.55 ($\pm$0.05), 0.43 ($\pm$0.04), and 0.74 ($\pm$0.06) μg/L (S/N = 3), respectively. The relative standard deviation (RSD) values for Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) were 1.64, 1.44, and 2.22%, respectively, indicating excellent precision within 5%. These results should be compared with other reports on sensor performance using BDD electrodes, which are summarized in Table 1. As an example, Tall et al. examined a BDD electrode for heavy metal detection using the DPASV method [23]. Compared with a glasy carbon electrode, the BDD electrode in this study showed detection and
sensitivity values that were four and two times higher, respectively. However, it should be noted that the sensing properties of the BDD electrodes in our study were significantly higher than those in Ref. [23] as indicated by the detection limits of 1 μg/L, 2.3 μg/L, and 2.3 μg/L for Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II), respectively. The other hand, in another study, the SWASV method were adopted for the simultaneous detection of Cd(II) and Pb(II) using BDD electrodes [57]. Good detection performance was achieved by the electrodes fabricated using the optimized process parameters in this study compared to that of mercury film electrodes; however, this performance was still considerably lower than that of our BDD electrodes. Therefore, the excellent sensing performance of the BDD electrodes developed in our study demonstrates their potential for use in online monitoring systems in a water environment.

To evaluate the selectivity of the BDD electrode, Mn(II), Ni(II), and Zn(II) were added to the Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) solutions to investigate the interference effects of external metal ions. Fig. 8(c) shows the interference effects of external metal ions with 3 ppm each of Mn(II), Ni(II), and Zn(II) under the optimized measurement conditions. The detection sensitivities for Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) ions decreased by 2.12, 4.1, and 4.7%, respectively, when other metal ions were added at concentrations of 3.0 ppm or more. However, Ni(II), Mn(II), and Zn(II) ions added at concentrations of 100 ppb, equal to those of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II), did not significantly affect the detection sensitivities.

Fig. 8(d) depicts the long-term stability as measured through repeated tests using a BDD electrode with the optimized B doping concentration. After the current of solutions with added Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) were measured and confirmed against the current of the blank solution, a clean blank curve without residual adsorbed ions was obtained after washing the used electrode with distilled water. Measurements following this cycle were performed three times a day using 100-ppb Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) solutions for more than 70 days. The average detection sensitivities for Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) ions decreased by 4.78, 3.84, and 1.99%, respectively, over 65 days. During the evaluation period, it was confirmed that the change in the current value was maintained at a maximum of 95% or more, and that the BDD electrode could be used stably and continuously to measure Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II).

3.4. Real sample

An experiment was conducted to measure the concentrations of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) in a real sample using the BDD electrode with the optimized B concentration and the optimum measurement conditions. The real sample used for the measurement was a river water sample obtained from the Seongseo area in Daegu, South Korea. A standard for spiking was made by diluting Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) ions to concentrations of 100 ppb.

Fig. 9 compares the detection sensitivity of the electrode for the 100-ppb standard to those measured for river water spiked with 100 ppb of the HM species. Unlike the curve of the 100-ppb standard, that of the spiked river water sample appears to have peaks corresponding to organic matter. ICP-AES analysis shows that Cu at a concentration of 50 ppb is present in the river water, and Cu at a concentration of approximately 25 ppb is present in the river water diluted 1:1 with 0.1-M acetate buffer for DPASV measurement. For the standard addition method, 100 ppb of standard Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) solutions were added to the river water sample; the concentration values obtained through the voltammogram of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) were 97.85, 100.71, and 124.99 ppb, respectively. This result indicates no significant difference between the ICP-AES results and the sensor results. Similar results are obtained for the 50 ppb and 250 ppb of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) in a real sample (for details, see Supplementary data, Fig. S5). The BDD electrode used in the experiment is therefore suitable for the simultaneous detection of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) in real samples, showing excellent accuracy with negligible interference by organic matter.

4. Conclusion

We optimized the substrate pretreatment process and HFCVD process to develop a BDD electrode with an optimal B doping concentration for detecting Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) in water. It was confirmed through Raman spectroscopy and HR-SEM imaging that the B atoms were well doped into the diamond lattice and increasing the B doping concentration did not cause any grain damage. In addition, it was confirmed by XPS spectra that B doping concentration was the highest in the electrode formed by deposition using a TMB gas flow ratio of 800 ppm. Lattice distortion occurred because of excessively doped B atoms in samples with higher TMB flow ratios of 10,000 ppm; this distortion impaired the crystallinity. The BDD electrode fabricated with a TMB gas flow ratio of 800 ppm showed excellent selectivity and repeatability for the detection of Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) ions. It also showed good measurement results without the adsorption of heavy metal ions under the optimized measurement conditions. In addition, the BDD electrode was very stable and sensitive in...
detecting Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II). When analyzing a real sample, the electrode showed high accuracy and precision, making it possible to detect Cd(II), Pb(II), and Cu(II) ions without interference effects from various heavy metal ions. The high stability of the electrode was confirmed through repeated long-term measurements. Owing to its excellent properties, the optimized BDD electrode is expected to be applied to various environmental fields such as water environmental monitoring systems.
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